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                                Aman Dais

                                
                                Designed with timeless elegance, the Aman Dais 
                                Teak Daybed Collection exudes both style and 
                                sophistication of quality made teak sectionals. 
                                Its sweeping, elegant lines and architecturally 
                                low profile frame will gracefully integrate into 
                                several arrangements of different teak daybeds
                                
                                
The Barbuda Collection is known for its luxurious and traditional style and even more widely known for it's lifetime durability. Westminster Teak exceeds expectations by ensuring that each piece of teak furniture is precision engineered from the finest grade of Eco-Friendly teak wood to ensure it lasts a lifetime. Lifetime Warranty.
                                
                                
The Buckingham Collection displays an amazing teak bench dining design concept. The Buckingham Collection is manufactured to a standard that is suitable for commercial or residential applications.
                                
                                
The understated clean lines and purity in design hints at modern Danish. Every piece in the entire collection is a beautifully scaled and well proportioned. An extraordinary example when traditional craftsmanship is applied to modern design.
                                
                                
Defined by its welcoming shapes and elegant slats, the Kafelonia Collection is generously proportioned to allow for unrestricted movement in the chair while offering lasting comfort. Including a lounge chair, side table with detachable serving tray, and ottomans/coffee tables (24" and 36"), this deep seating collection embodies contemporary luxury.
                                
                                
Inspired by the lifestyle of casual luxury, the Laguna line brings you a durable solid teak lounge furniture collection that evokes the carefree style of a bygone era that blends well with both traditional and modern styles. Suitable for Indoor, Outdoor, Residential, Commercial and Marine use.
                                
                                
The Maya Collection is a modular deep seating sectional system for both outdoor and indoor environments. The pieces can configured in multiple variations, allowing for endless possibilities of composition and dimension.
                                
                                
Uniting Marine Grade 316L Stainless Steel and Grade A Teak with a bold nautical lean, the Odyssey Collection finds its home on yachts, boats, and seaside homes. Featuring a Director's Chair, Folding Table, and an Ottoman with a removable Tray, this collection folds completely for convenient storage.
                                
                                
Making the most of teak's highly weather resistant qualities, the Pacifica Collection is designed for use in spas, bathtubs, and showers. Including shelves, mats, benches, and trays, the Pacifica Collection meets the simplest of needs for comfort and convenience in luxury settings.
                                
                                
The Palazzo Collection of teak trash and laundry receptacles bring unsurpassed detail to the otherwise mundane. Built to commercial specifications, each piece is crafted with premium-grade A plantation teak using traditional mortise and tenon joinery. Every piece will fit into any space, from porte-cocheres and entryways, to lobbies and lanais. Apart from the beauty and warmth its exudes, solid teak also allows for outdoors use, season after season. Choose from three distinct styles. Each trash receptacle comes with powder coated aluminum open lid. Top cover lids available upon request.
                                
                                
With the geometric beauty of the square and rectangular Pyramid tables, you can create any size dining set for any occasion; whether on the patio for weekend get-togethers, or at a restaurant for larger parties.
                                
                                
Inspired by the mid-century style, the Saloma daybed lives up to it?s iconic form and understated glamor. Designed primarily for indoor use, Saloma daybed is complemented by a side table.
                                
                                
The Somerset collection is a teak outdoor patio furniture collection perfect for entertaining or relaxing in the sun. Made from 100% Grade A plantation grown teak wood, you can rest assured that our Somerset teak patio furniture collection is environmentally friendly.
                                
                                
Drawing inspiration from Scandinavian architecture, the Surf Collection has clean yet arbitrary lines. Including a folding chair, dining table, coffee table, and side table, this collection is immediately appealing in any setting.
                                
                                
The Veranda collection has been one of our best selling teak furniture collections for many years. Traditional looks combined with contemporary design make the Veranda collection a favorite. Suitable for Indoor, Outdoor, Residential, Commercial and Marine applications.
                                
                                
The simple sophistication of its graceful lines and sleek contours sets the tone of the Apollo armchair made with sling Textilene fabric over powder coated aluminum. A chair that some have called "sexy", hints at both modern and traditional sensibilities, will fit beautifully both indoors and out.
                                
                                
Woven with weatherproof synthetic wicker over powder coated aluminum, the Valencia Collection sets itself apart with flowing lines and sensuous shape, making it furniture that is beautiful both indoors and out. Designed to fit the contours of the body, it is lightweight yet sturdy enough to withstand the rigors of everyday use and the extremities of outdoor weather including temperature fluctuations , UV exposure from sunlight, mold, and mildew. The fibers used in our synthetic wicker have been specifically engineered to replicate not only the look and feel of natural rattan and wicker but its robust characteristics makes for easy care. Built to commercial specifications.
                                
                                
The bold clean lines of the Vogue Collection are beautiful expressions of contemporary style. The interplay of mix materials of solid teak and stainless steel makes the Vogue collection an easy choice for dining in casual luxury.
                                
                                
 With sensuous curves and sweeping fluid lines, the Aria Rocker is ergonomically designed with a contoured backrest and seat to maximize hours of comfortable seating.
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The Fine Print





VETERAN, MILITARY, AND FIRST RESPONDER DISCOUNT:  Take 5% off¹ for First Responders, Veterans, and Current Military, subject to verification of service. First Responders Please Use Promo Code THANKYOU5 and include organization & position in "Order Comments" field when checking out. |  Veterans and Active Duty Military please use Promo Code VETERAN5 and state Branch, Grade & Discharge Classification (if applicable) in "Order Comments" field when checking out. Failure to verify service or qualifications will nullify discount.  Statements of service fall under U.S. Code, Title 18, Chapter 47, Section 1024, as it is a crime to purchase or receive military, naval, or veteran's facilities property by making any false statement or representation. This includes falsely claiming to be eligible for a military or veteran discount. The penalty for this offense is a fine or imprisonment for not more than one year, or both. 



¹Promo Codes are non-transferable and cannot be combined with other promotions or discounts, nor applied to past purchases or future deliveries. Promo Codes are discounts off the MSRP of the product. Promo codes are not applicable to shipping costs, treatment finishes, or furniture care products, or clearance items.  Promo Codes are not applicable to Clearance, Refurbished, Blemished, or Closeout Items as those discounts are hard wired into each clearance item and the discounts are significantly higher than the promo code offered.



³"Order by" holiday deadlines are estimates for delivery on or before the last business day before a holiday and exclude out of stock items, items ordered with treatment finishes, MTO cushions, covers, fabrics or any orders including upgraded, optional shipping services such as White Glove delivery and Inside Delivery. Inclement weather may delay arrival.



*NOTE: Our inventory is shown in REAL-TIME.  If an item is in stock it will state "In Stock: Ships within 1-3 Business Days" when viewing product details.  If an item is currently out of stock then the restock date will be shown when you click on a product and view the product's details, for example: "Ships on or about 07/01/24".  If there is no restock date shown in the product details then the status will show "Ships in 4 to 6 months" at which that is the best estimate when that product will arrive to you AFTER ordering.



·Please note that our furniture is selling out in record time with extended lead times.  If you would like to enjoy your new furniture the entire season then it is highly recommended to place your order now to reserve currently out of stock and arriving items.  These items will often sell out before arriving to our warehouses and can take 4 to 8 months to restock.



·Our showrooms are open, however appointments are recommended. Please call 888-592-8325 or click here to schedule an appointment.



·Shipping is calculated within Continental USA. Additional Shipping Charges, Duties & applicable taxes may apply when shipping outside the Continental USA.

·Additional charges may apply for White Glove Delivery services for locations that are not within close proximity to delivery terminals. White Glove Delivery does not apply to special Made to Order items such as cushions, umbrella fabrics or furniture covers.

·Please allow extra time for White Glove Delivery and Small Truck orders (excluding small UPS shipments). Orders that have to be delivered via Small Truck may be slightly delayed leaving our warehouse as we locate a Small Truck shipper for your area.

·Free Return Shipping does not apply to orders shipped outside of the Continental USA.

·SITEWIDE Sale may not include Spectra Umbrellas, Care & Maintenance products, MTO furniture/Umbrella covers and finishes.

·Prices can change suddenly and without notice due to inventory and supply shortages.

·Additional Exclusions may apply


Photo Submission Notice

By submitting your photos to us, you agree to grant us a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide, perpetual, and irrevocable license to use, reproduce, modify, adapt, publish, distribute, and display your photos on our website, social media, and marketing ads. You also represent and warrant that you have the right and authority to submit your photos to us, and that your photos do not infringe any third-party rights or violate any laws. 
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    White Glove Delivery

    
        
            
                White Glove Services include unpackaging, assembly and placement of 
                furniture as well as removal and disposal of all packaging material. 
                It does not include any custom work that may need to be done to assure a 
                fit to the desired location. 
            

            

            
                In stock cushions and umbrella fabrics will be included with White Glove 
                Services. Made to order cushions and umbrella fabrics are shipped separately 
                via UPS and are not applicable to White Glove Services.
            

            

            	Please allow 3-6 weeks for White Glove Services.
	Non-White Glove, Standard Delivery is 2-7 days.
	Preferred shipping option selected at checkout.


        

    







    Receive Additional 5% OFF

    
        
            Westminster Teak salutes and honors veterans, military and first responders by offering a 5% additional discount to all 
            personnel and their spouses. Please confirm and enter the following information into the comments section during checkout:
            


            Military:
            	 Branch of Service
	 Rank
	 Honorable Discharge


            Use promo code VETERAN5 
            


            
             The term "veteran" means a person who served in the active military, naval or air service and who was discharged or released therefrom under conditions other than dishonorable.
            

            


            First Responders:
            	 Organization
	 Position


            Use promo code THANKYOU5 
            


            
             The term "first responder" is a person with specialized training who is among the first to arrive and provide assistance at the scene of an emergency, such as an accident, natural disaster, or terrorism. First responders typically include law enforcement officers, paramedics, EMT's and firefighters.  
            
            


        

    







    In Stock: Ships in 1-2 Business Days

    
        
            
                Shipping within 1-2 business days applies only for Standard Delivery within the Continental USA. Does not include Made To Order Cushions or furniture purchased with a finish. It also does not include any other special Deliveries including White Glove. Shipments are on business days only. No Shipments on USA holidays or weekends.
            

        

    








    Renees

    
         
            
                RENEE’S in Mattituck is the premier fashion and furnishings retailer on the East End of Long Island. As a third-generation family business offering men’s, women’s, and children’s clothing, and home furnishings and accessories, RENEE’S is in touch with new looks and changing trends. Impeccable customer service elevates your North Fork shopping experience.
            

        

        
             Renee's

            10095 Main Road
Mattituck, NY 11952

            reneesmattituck.com
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    National Marine Suppliers

    
        
            
                National Marine Suppliers is a worldwide yacht support group providing their customers with exceptional service and industry-leading reliability.
            

        

        
             National Marine Suppliers
2800 South West 2nd Avenue

            Fort Lauderdale, FL 33315

            https://nationalmarine.com/
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    Twisted Elements

    
        
            
                International Market Square is the largest home and commercial interior design marketplace in the Upper Midwest. Open to both the home/commercial design community and the public, visitors are invited to explore our more than sixty showrooms, studios, shops, galleries, restaurants and other distinct amenities.
            

        

        
             Twisted Elements
International Market Square
275 Market St

            Minneapolis, MN 55405
1-612-305-0456

            http://twisted-elements.com/
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    Westminster Teak California, Inc.

    
        
             Westminster Teak California, Inc.
1350 S. State College Blvd

            Anaheim, Orange County
CA 92806



            1-888-592-8325 Ext 1 - Sales 

            1-714-776-0057
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            We use cookies to personalize your shopping experience. View our Privacy Policy to learn more about how we use cookies and how you can manage them.
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